Deluxe Materials Pin Flow –
the Plastic Modellers Solvent Glue
Dream applicator.
“Plastic fine scale modelling can be one of the most challenging of all and in the
search for perfect glue joints it is not often that you come across
something as useful as this!” said Jenny Wright national IPMS
gold medal winner. Len Weal explains how to use this
revolutionary device...
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1. Drawing Plastic Magic adhesive into the Pin Flow by simply inverting the
open end of the tube.
2. Placing your clean finger over the needle to retain the Plastic Magic in
the tube.
3. Turn 180 degrees and the liquid will slowly run down to the tip. Loaded
device ready for use.
4. Device can be laid down horizontally without the Plastic Magic glue
running out.
5. Hold the Pin Flow at an angle and the glue will start to flow.
6. Pin Flow is particularly good at joining interlocking stone walls of a
building, such as this barn.
7. These two parts need to be laminated.
8. Shows in contrast when using a brush, the unnecessary amount of glue
that is used and the resulting messy joint.
9. Showing how easy it is to attach the roof from the inside of the building
with the Pin Flow.
10.Showing all that is needed for a neatly finished
building is a combination of Deluxe Materials Plastic
Magic and Pin Flow.
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Tips
• Always draw or pull the tip. Never push it as it may block.
• If it becomes blocked then immerse it in glue overnight.
• Replace cover when not in use and store in outer case.
• Clean tip by immersing in second bottle of Plastic Magic.
• Don’t contaminate Plastic Magic bottle with a paint
brush that might add plastic particles to clog the tip.
• Maybe used to apply cyano accelerator.

